BLAZE Ministry Overview
BLAZE is the Walking with Purpose ministry for tween/teen girls. The mission of BLAZE is to use
Scripture to speak truth into the hearts of young girls who are bombarded by lies about their true
worth, beauty, and identity.
Our BLAZE ministry offers a number of resources to help you reach girls with the love of Christ
and the truths of our Catholic faith. Here is an overview of our BLAZE products:

BLAZE Core Program
Walking with Purpose offers two BLAZE Core programs: BLAZE Masterpiece and BLAZE Belong.
While Masterpiece came first and is sometimes referred to as "Year One," there is no order to the
two BLAZE Core programs, and you can begin with either.
BLAZE Core includes a Leader's Guide and BLAZE Kit. (Masterpiece Kits go with the
Masterpiece Leader's Guide, and Belong Kits go with the Belong Leader's Guide.) Both
programs contain 20 lessons designed for a leader to use with tween/teen girls, and each lesson
compares the lies of modern culture with the truth found in Scripture. BLAZE Core can be used
in schools, parishes, small groups, or in a one-on-one setting. As BLAZE Core introduces girls to
the Bible in relevant and fresh ways, they will hear Jesus Christ telling them how loved and
beautiful they are!
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The BLAZE Leader’s Guide was granted the Imprimatur through Archbishop William Lori of the
Archdiocese of Baltimore, Maryland.
What makes BLAZE Core unique is the BLAZE Kit, which includes lesson-based take home gifts,
truth vs. lie cards, ice breaker activity supplies, and a prayer journal. One kit is needed per girl,
and kits should be shipped to the BLAZE leader, who assembles and hands out the components
over the course of the 20 lessons.

In addition to BLAZE Core, we have a Bible study, Prayer Journal and a mother and daughter
devotional—all designed to reach the hearts of girls today.

Discovering My Purpose
Discovering My Purpose is a six-session Bible study designed for tween/teen
girls. This Bible study opens girls’ eyes to their unique purpose, gifts, and God’s
love. It includes the BLAZE Spiritual Gifts Inventory, a fabulous tool to help
discern where God is calling girls to be world-changers. Discovering My Purpose
can be used individually or by a group of girls together. This study can be used
alongside the other components of BLAZE or can be used on its own.

BLAZE Prayer Journal
Both BLAZE Masterpiece and BLAZE Belong have a corresponding Prayer
Journal. Each page of the BLAZE Prayer Journal contains a Bible verse and the
acronym, “ACTS: Adoration, Confession, Thanksgiving, and Supplication.” The
journal features space to write prayers in each of these sections after reading
and reflection. Girls will learn how to share their thoughts and feelings with God
by writing out their daily prayers. The Prayer Journal is included in the BLAZE
Kit, but it can also be purchased separately.

Between You and Me
Between You and Me is a 40-day conversation guide for mothers and daughters
to read together. Each day compares a lie of our secular culture with the truth
found in Scripture. The daily reflection, opportunity to journal, discussion
questions, and prayer prompts will springboard the mother/daughter relationship
to a new level of honesty and intimacy. Between You and Me is a beautiful
stand-alone book but is also a perfect accompaniment to other BLAZE offerings.
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